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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Extended Reality (XR) — an umbrella term for Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR) and Mixed Reality (MR) — has penetrated the consumer market and is prone to increasingly impact our
lives in the near future. Various devices, e.g., MR glasses, AR smartphones apps, or VR headsets, are becoming more affordable, and
leader tech companies are heavily investing for a more immersive,
realistic, and connected future. Lately, this vision of an interconnected virtual space for people to work, learn, play and share experiences with others has been formulated as the so-called “Metaverse”.
This expected paradigm shift will heavily rely on XR, and hence
implies an unprecedented amount of sensible data being collected
about the users. Indeed, XR devices collect large amounts of sensitive data, including biometric data (e.g., eye gaze and body movement data) that are primarily used as Natural User Interfaces (NUIs)
or for the proper functioning of technologies and services. However,
research has identified a number of privacy and security threats
rooting from this pervasive data collection, as well as privacy threats
regarding XR inputs, outputs, user interactions and devices themselves. Still, further efforts must be made to guarantee the privacy
and safety of users in a usable fashion in the future, and XR must
be considered as a whole rather than as the sum of its parts to
match the vision of the Metaverse. In this context, we propose to
analyse the gap between user privacy perceptions in XR as a whole,
and their concrete behaviour. The goal of this research is to understand the differences and similarities between AR, MR and VR in
terms of user privacy perceptions. This will help us to better understand the relationships between XR variants, which, we argue, is an
important requirement to approach the future evolution of these
technologies, and to consider usable privacy aspects that match the
entire XR spectrum. Adopting this vision early on will be beneficial
for future work, and will be the foundation for the implementation
of a usable privacy-preserving solution in order to raise awareness
and empower users by giving them more control over their privacy
in the context of these new and future technologies.

• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy;
Privacy protections.
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1

INTRODUCTION

XR technologies, including AR platforms (e.g., smartphones), MR
glasses (e.g., Microsoft Hololens), and VR headsets (e.g., Meta Quest
2), are progressively becoming mainstream [36, 37, 39]. Over the
past decade, XR platforms have become consumer-ready and affordable, resulting in market size increases and millions of sold devices:
the XR market size is estimated to increase from 30.7 billion U.S.
dollars in 2021 to 296.9 billion U.S. dollars by 2024 [36]. Furthermore, the amount of XR users has exceeded 135 billion in the US
in 2020 [37], and Steam, a video game platform, recorded over 1
million monthly connected VR headsets in 2019 [39].
XR experiences are expected to become more integrated with
each other (i.e., through cross-platform applications), more immersive, and to scale to a much bigger extent. Recently, leader
tech corporations have formulated this into a term borrowed from
science-fiction: the Metaverse. In November 2021, Meta — formerly
Facebook — announced the future of the company and its vision for
the web, in the form of the Metaverse: An enhanced, interconnected
virtual space where users will be able to interact, play, work, learn,
and exchange together, through the use of XR [27].
Despite the growing amount of actors investing in this future,
there are still doubts about the feasibility of a Metaverse, and doubts
about user acceptance. Still, along with Web 3.0, it currently represents the next evolution of the internet, which represents a paradigm shift in terms of human computer interactions, ubiquity, and
decentralization. Furthermore, companies such as Meta, Google,
and Microsoft are investing billions in technologies and infrastructures that are required to build the Metaverse, especially XR. Thus,
regardless of whether this Metaverse trend will fade or not, the
future for XR seems stable.
Hence, it seems that the convergence of virtual social networks
popularity, XR technologies, and big tech investments will lead to
a consequent increase in XR acceptance and usage, and perhaps in
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the birth of a Metaverse. However, such an environment implies a
vast number of concerns for user privacy and security.
First of all, giving an unprecedented amount of sensitive data
collected through XR devices and made available to a few data
controllers could lead to an exaggeration of already existing problems in our societies. A number of essays [28, 29, 40] point out
the inequalities that result from biased Big Data models, which
are fed sensitive and/or biased data, and sometimes false data. The
outcomes of such models, present at all stages of our societies, end
up excluding and hurting women, people of colour, LGBTQ+ communities, and underprivileged communities. Such phenomenons
will likely worsen when biometric data will be fed into these algorithms, as Meta intends it with its recent patents for biometric
advertising [30]. For example, the analysis of biometric data may
reveal sensitive information about the user, such as disability, and
could lead to, e.g., discrimination or exclusion [14].
Furthermore, concerns about the Metaverse also stem from its
underlying technologies, including XR and blockchain, of which the
privacy and security concerns have been analysed in research [11,
44]. However, recommendations have not always been followed,
and solutions not always implemented. Today, a number of security
features are implemented in XR devices, but privacy-protecting measures are lacking. For example, mobile AR platforms (e.g., Android
smartphones), and some VR headsets (e.g., Meta Quest 2, which runs
on Android) support access control mechanisms [2], multi-factor
authentication [15], and Software Development Kits (SDKs) which
implement recognizers (abstraction layers between raw sensor
feeds and apps) [3, 16]. In contrast, privacy preserving approaches,
e.g. differential privacy for eye tracking, or video sanitization for
mobile AR, are not standardised, despite existing solutions in research [11, 32].
In the industry, organizations such as the XR Safety Initiative
(XRSI) exist, but are scarce. Ground work for standardization of
privacy-preserving measures has been laid with the publication of
XRSI’s privacy framework in 2020 [43]. This includes guidelines
for organizations in several domains, such as privacy risk assessment, information, management, and prevention. Still, more work
is needed in this direction in order to establish these aspects as industry standards. This includes the adoption or the framework, and
technical standards for informed consent as confirmed in XRSI’s
future roadmap [43]. Indeed, we denote a lack of usable privacy
preserving solutions in current XR devices and the need to translate
these established guidelines into concrete tools.
To address these gaps, we plan to conduct the work detailed
in this paper that focuses on usable privacy for XR with a vision
matching the Metaverse. In other words, to better understand the
privacy risks and the nature of the Metaverse ecosystem, we argue
that we need to consider XR as a whole rather than as segmented
AR, MR and VR technologies as it has been often done until now
when considering privacy. Such global consideration is made possible by recent SDKs and 3D engines that facilitate the development
of cross-platform, interconnected experiences across the XR spectrum, which is one aspect of the Metaverse. Thus, our research
will rely on cross-platform XR experiences to analyse the existing
gaps in usable privacy between the different XR technologies and
their combination. With our work, we aim to contribute to the joint
efforts of the research field and the industry by giving users the
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means to easily adapt the different dimensions of their privacy to
their individual preferences. For this, we aim to design, implement,
and evaluate a usable privacy-preserving solution for XR users.
This vision paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 expands on the
various threats that have been exposed in literature regarding XR.
Sec. 3 details usable privacy aspects and links them to our work. Sec.
4 lays out the research questions that we aim to answer over the
course of this project, as well as the contributions that we expect
to bring to the XR research community. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes
this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

There are a number of privacy threats that are being considered
regarding the Metaverse. We are currently in the early days of the
Metaverse, with only some of its building blocks available. The technology behind it (i.e., blockchain and XR) keeps establishing itself
more and more, and improved immersion is on the way. Existing
virtual worlds, e.g., Decentraland [12], act as the precursors of the
Metaverse, in the sense that they are virtual worlds that replicate
real-life aspects, and in which users interact together. They can buy
land, clothes, and assets with cryptocurrencies (blockchain-based
currencies, e.g. Ethereum). Already, these virtual worlds make extensive use of XR and/or blockchain. The Metaverse represents
an evolution of this vision to an even more immersive and interconnected extent, and a much bigger scale. Thus, existing privacy
threats in social media, ubiquitous computing, XR and blockchain
must be considered for the Metaverse.
Although research on XR has mainly focused on the technology itself and its possibilities, more works with a focus on privacy
and/or security have emerged over the years. A 2019 survey by
De Guzman et al. has portrayed the state of the art in privacy and
security in XR [11]. They gathered and discussed various privacy
threats, which they categorized in five categories, adapting the
original classification proposed by Roesner et al. [33]. They categorise privacy and security threats in a data-centric approach,
considering input protection, data protection, output protection,
user interaction protection, and device protection, as shown in
Figure 1. However, usable privacy aspects are not considered.

2.1

Input threats

Threats to inputs can be categorized for passive and active inputs [11]. Threats to passive inputs essentially root from the large
amount of information gathered by the sensors of XR devices. This
notably includes cameras, which can detect objects in the environment of users and bystanders [1, 13, 20]. Moreover, research has
been conducted on privacy threats regarding spatial data, which
is necessary for the functioning of XR. AR and MR devices use
gyroscopes, accelerometers, and cameras to detect planes and anchor virtual content on top of the perceived reality. Recent works
demonstrate the risks of spacial inference attacks (i.e., identification of a given space using a 3D spacial map) [9, 10, 25]. Another
concern lies in the ubiquitous nature of XR devices and their lack
of feedback regarding data collection. Users do not easily know
whether embedded cameras and microphones are recording or not
[1, 41].
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Output threats

User Interaction threats

Real-life
objects obstruction

Biometric inputs
sensitivity
(Eye tracking, body)

Device threats

Display of personal info
in collaborative spaces

Biometric authentication

Hindrance towards
other users

Shoulder surfing

Push forwards policies
Implement solutions into consumer devices
Raise user awareness

Figure 1: Overview of privacy threats in XR. Categories are defined in blue, established threats in grey, and current challenges
in red.
Active inputs given to XR devices notably include eye gaze and
hand/body gestures, which have been shown to be sensitive data.
Eye tracking could for example be used to identify user interests,
based on fixation time and pupil size [38], or to identify users [8].
Body gestures have also been shown to be sensitive data which
can identify users. Miller et al. analysed the tracking data from 511
participants that watched immersive videos with a VR headset and
were able to identify the users from the tracking data with 95%
accuracy [26]. A 2021 study was conducted over two sessions, to
observe the possibility of re-identification across several days [24].
The authors found that their model could personally re-identify
participants with a 90% accuracy. Although this could be beneficial
for implicit authentication, this also represents a privacy risk for
users, who could be identified through the tracking of their behaviour and movements. Although these privacy threats have been
established, there is, to the best of our knowledge, little to no user
awareness regarding the sensitivity of their biometric data, which
shows the importance of implementing usable privacy standards in
XR devices in order to mitigate this.

2.2

Data threats

Because of the high amount of data gathered by the sensors embedded in XR devices, there is a risk of data leaking to, e.g., third parties
[11]. Research has advocated for the use of abstraction layers between raw sensors and applications to prevent access to raw sensor
feeds, e.g. the entire camera feed of the device [7, 20]. Although
this is nowadays an industry standard (e.g., mobile AR SDKs such
as Google ARCore provide recognizers to developers to facilitate
augmented content), recent work has shown that applications can
still make pervasive accesses (i.e. not specified in the associated
privacy policy) to sensors in both active and passive use of mobile
AR applications [18]. Furthermore, Lehman et al. demonstrated the
possibility to get camera frames access with Google ARCore [23],
which is used by more than a billion Android users [17]. To avoid
third parties leaking personal info, it is therefore crucial to secure
data collection, data processing, and data storage, even more so in
the context of the Metaverse. Furthermore, it is important to raise

user awareness regarding data leaks, as a better understanding of
the stakes at risk may discourage some to disclose personal data
in certain contexts, thus reducing the amount of attack vectors for
adversaries.

2.3

Output threats

AR and MR devices are outputting augmented content to the user,
and more devices – e.g., the Microsoft Hololens – support multiapplication ecosystems, with potentially multiple applications displaying content simultaneously [33]. However, there are little to
none output access control systems in current devices. Thus, adversaries could compromise user safety by hiding real life important
information (e.g., a stop sign) by overlapping augmented content
over the user’s vision, or over other applications’ output [32, 33].
To mitigate this, Lebeck et al. proposed an AR output access control framework that displays content depending on the specified
policies [21]. Still, such solutions will need to be ported over to
consumer devices in the future, in order to let users control the
amount of output and intrusiveness of XR apps, through clear and
understandable policies.

2.4

User interaction threats

XR experiences in the Metaverse are meant to be increasingly more
collaborative and interactive. As such, in order to preserve users’
privacy, sensitive user content needs to be displayed accordingly in
collaborative spaces (i.e., should be shown only to authorised parties to maintain confidentiality) [33]. Furthermore, malicious users
have to be considered, especially given the existing cases of user
hindrance towards other users (e.g., virtual vandalism, personal
space invasion) [32, 34]. Lebeck et al. gathered user perceptions regarding privacy and security for multi-user AR experiences, which
notably included concerns about physiological attacks, deception,
inappropriate content, and advertisements [22]. This lays ground
work in understanding the impact of group dynamics in user privacy concerns, which has been discussed in previous reviews about
information privacy [4, 35]. Raising awareness, pushing forward
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policies, and proposing solutions adapted to the users’ characteristics is required to mitigate these concerns.

2.5

Device threats

In order to ensure the privacy protection of inputs, outputs, data
and user interactions, XR devices also need protection regarding device access and physical interfaces [11]. User authentication can be
verified through novel methods, such as behavioural biometric user
identification [24], as mentioned earlier, although the behavioural
tracking data is sensible and can be at risk. Moreover, the disclosure of personal augmented output through, e.g., shoulder surfing
(i.e., the ability of a bystander to observe a user’s personal content by standing behind them), has to be considered. Here, optical
strategies, such as glass polarisation, and visual cryptography, are
possible leads [11]. Threats to physical interfaces will likely expand
in the future, with more interconnected experiences with different
devices, leading to an increase in usage and thus, more situations
endangering user privacy.

3

USABLE PRIVACY FOR XR

Because we are currently molding XR to become more accepted
and streamlined in the perspective of the Metaverse, it is capital
to understand how users will behave with the future iterations of
these technologies, especially in terms of privacy, and hence to
consider usable privacy aspects while we are still in this phase.
We have previously identified gaps and challenges in the field
of privacy in XR, which mostly include the lack of user awareness
regarding the sensitivity of their data and the nature and volume
of data collection, the need of implementing more (native) privacy
mechanisms in XR devices, and the need for clear and understandable policies to be up to date in terms of legality, morality and ethics
[11]. However, the evolution towards the Metaverse implies more
interconnectivity between XR devices, meaning an increase in different devices, vendors, and interfaces. This represents a challenge
for enforcing native privacy preserving solutions.
Thus, to mitigate the open gaps in the field with an up to date
vision, we need to design studies and solutions to: 1) understand
user privacy perceptions regarding XR and the Metaverse; 2) understand the stakes for the technologies to come; 3) enforce user
privacy requirements. These design considerations can be seen
through different lenses. Wong and Mulligan [42] describe different
dimensions of design practices that relate to privacy, and how design serves privacy in published research. Our intended work will
first use design “To Explore People and Situations” [42]: To provide
users with means to better protect their privacy, we first need to
understand their perceptions and behaviours by designing situations that highlight privacy aspects while experimenting XR, in the
scope of a lab study. Then, we will use design “To Inform or Support
Privacy” [42], with tools to enforce the privacy requirements that
we will have learnt about previously. These design purposes fall
into user-centered design.
Following this user-centered vision, we may consider the steps
users encounter when using XR, to better assist them throughout
their XR experiences. This can notably include: 1) installing and
registering for an application, requiring the acceptance of privacy
policies; 2) the authorisation of requested accesses to resources for,
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e.g., third parties, through privacy notices; 3) using the app with
an expectation for transparent data collection; 4) interacting safely
with other users in-app and in real-life; 5) accessing the collected
data in an easy way; 6) revoking access rights and/or uninstalling
an application. Our work will consider such scenarios so that usable
privacy aspects are embedded at as many steps of users’ experiences
as possible.

4

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND EXPECTED
CONTRIBUTIONS

Our specific research plan, as well as our expected contributions,
are outlined in Figure 2. The goal of our work is to provide XR
users with a privacy preserving tool to mitigate the privacy threats
that we previously cited. This solution may further be extended
in future work, and become ground work for cross-platform XR
privacy tools. We are expecting to contribute 1-2 papers for each
of our research questions, which we discuss in the following.
Our research will first investigate the existing awareness, concerns and expectations of users around XR technology, and measure
the extent of the gap between these considerations and the concrete
behaviour of users with XR devices in their current form, but also
in expectation of their future evolution. These considerations will
likely fall in the input threats category of the taxonomy shown in
Figure 1, as hinted by the considerations of users when facing AR
technology as shown in a 2014 study [13]. In order to define a scope
for our initial research, we shall also consider data threats aspects
in the design of our studies, as there is a logical link between what
data is collected, and how, when, and by whom this data is accessed.
Hence, we can formulate RQ1: What are users’ privacy perceptions
on the current XR technology and future Metaverse? This considers
multiple aspects, including privacy perceptions over the entire XR
spectrum, as well as a temporal dimension of current versus future
technology. Thus, we may subdivide these aspects into two research
questions.
RQ1.1: Do differences and/or similarities exist between AR, VR,
and MR in terms of privacy perceptions? Existing XR research has
mostly been segmented to one or two dimensions at a time (i.e.,
either concentrated on VR or AR/MR) rather than approaching
XR as a whole. The comparison of the technologies will allow us
to understand the way they interface together, and what privacy
aspects and threats emerge from the interconnectivity between
different XR devices. The consideration of this interconnectivity,
i.e., cross-platform applications, SDKs, and tools, matches the vision of the Metaverse. We argue that adopting this vision early on
allows for a better perception of potential future experiences, and
hence, facilitates the design of usable, durable, and relevant privacy
solutions for the future while the technology is still maturing. With
this global vision in mind, we will conduct a first qualitative lab
study to observe user behaviour and user privacy perceptions on
XR. For this, we will develop a cross-platform XR application that
will be compatible across mobile AR (with an Android smartphone),
MR (Microsoft Hololens), and VR (Meta Quest 2), by using Unity 3D
which supports all three platforms. We will compare the differences
in terms of privacy perceptions using all three variants of the XR
applications, which will help answer the research question. The
development of this cross-platform application will be done with

RQ1.1

RQ1.2

RQ2

RQ3

Question
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terms of privacy protection?

Can a usable privacy preserving
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between user privacy
expectations and reality?
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Cross-platform XR privacy
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Figure 2: Our research plan with research questions, and expected contributions.
Unity3D, an engine which supports all three XR devices. It will
allow us to investigate differences in privacy perceptions for the
same application, but with different devices.
RQ1.2: Do differences and/or similarities exist between the Metaverse and existing virtual worlds like VRChat, AltSpaceVR and Horizon Worlds in terms of privacy perception? With this question, we
seek to observe the evolution between the existing premises of
the Metaverse and its expected future outcome, with respect to
privacy aspects. This analysis may include considerations such
as the (expected) amount of data collection, the way that users
will interface with XR devices, and the proposed mechanisms to
guarantee user safety. For this, a quantitative user study will be
conducted to gather user expectations of existing virtual worlds
such as VRChat or AltSpaceVR, and their expectations of the Metaverse. This study will contribute to better understand the current
and upcoming stakes of virtual social networks from a user-centric
perspective.
These studies will lay the groundwork needed to identify and
prioritise user privacy perceptions and privacy requirements for
XR. We will then confront these considerations against the existing
privacy-preserving mechanisms in current XR devices and/or experiences. This is mandatory to observe the current solutions and their
shortcomings in order to develop a usable solution that will aim
to fill this gap. This yields RQ2: Are the existing privacy-preserving
mechanisms usable and matching the users’ needs in terms of privacy protection? A lab study will determine whether the existing
mechanisms match users’ privacy perceptions in XR experiences
as observed in RQ1.
The output of RQ1 and RQ2 will be fed into RQ3: Can a usable
privacy preserving tool be created to fill the gap between user privacy
expectations and reality? As such, the results of the user studies will
serve as foundation for the design of a usable privacy-preserving
solution for XR devices. Although the nature of this solution is
yet unclear, we are considering a cross-platform tool to enable the
protection of privacy aspects that are common to all XR variants,
but also privacy aspects that are specific to each variant of the XR
spectrum. A unique solution for all platforms, but that still tailors
the available privacy settings for the platform on which it is installed, will provide more learnability, efficiency and memorability
for users (through the provided sense of familiarity given by, e.g.,
similar user interfaces for all variants), while preventing them from

having to adapt to each solution individually. These quality components define usability [19], and are therefore critical aspects to
incorporate in the design of a usable privacy preserving solution.
The design and implementation of this solution shall be iterative
in order to include user feedback and further ensure its usability.
For this, several lab studies will be conducted to observe users’
interactions with the solution, and their feedback will be gathered
through, e.g., a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [6]. With
this work, we aim to: (1) Allow users to have a usable solution
to better protect their privacy; (2) Contribute to a fairer, more
transparent and respectful virtual ecosystem for users; (3) map
a bridge between existing research and industry standards and
practices. This could increase the acceptance and adoption of XR
technologies.
Additionally, our privacy-preserving solution will give users
more control over their privacy in these new digital ecosystems.
However, it has been shown that giving more control to users over
their privacy results in the so-called privacy paradox, where users
perceiving more control over their data may disclose more personal
information than users who do not perceive control over their
privacy [5]. Hence, a balance between user effort, control, usability
and privacy must be found [31].

5

CONCLUSION

The rise in availability, affordability and popularity of XR devices,
coupled with the fast progression towards the Metaverse, pushes
forward the importance of protecting the privacy of users in the
context of these new technologies. The increased amount of personal data given through XR devices increases the risks of privacy
breaches, which could be even more devastating in a Metaverse,
given the negative impact that big data can already have today.
Because the Metaverse will be facilitated by XR technology, we
seek to observe user perceptions on current and future technology
to observe the gap between privacy expectations and behaviours.
The novelty of our approach lies in the consideration on XR as a
whole rather as the sum of segmented domains, which are often
not considered together. This vision matches the idea of the interconnected experiences that the Metaverse represents and may help
finding new privacy threats regarding cross-platform XR experiences. We plan on conducting several studies in order to 1) observe
user privacy perceptions on cross-platform XR apps, 2) understand
similarities and differences between existing virtual worlds and
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the Metaverse, and 3) determine whether the existing privacy preserving measures in current XR devices and experiences match the
privacy requirements of users. The result of these studies will serve
to design a usable privacy enhancing solution to empower users
and raise their awareness.
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